DVDW Advocaten
Weena 690
3012 CN Rotterdam
T: +31 (0)10 440 05 00

By public transport
The Millennium Tower is located opposite Rotterdam’s Central Station. The Millennium Tower is therefore easily
accessible by public transport.
Car parkings
The offices of DVDW Advocaten are located on the 27th and 28th floor of the Millennium Tower, at the address
Weena 690, Rotterdam. There are various parkings surrounding the Millennium Tower. We advise you to use
Parking Schouwburgplein 2. The entrance of this parking is accessible through a special exit in the east tunnel
tube of the Weenatunnel. When you leave the parking through the pedestrian exit, you will find the Millennium
Tower directly opposite this exit. You can enter the Milliennium Tower through the entrance at the side with the
sign ‘Millennium Offices’, leading you into the lobby of the Millennium Tower. U may report to the hostess at the
reception desk of the Millennium Tower or press ‘27’ on the switch panel and see which lift will take you upstairs:
A, B, C or D. The elevator will then take you to the 27th floor, where the reception desk of DVDW Advocaten is
located.
Route description
Address for satellite navigation: Weenatunnel 50, Rotterdam
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Follow the A13 motorway to Rotterdam
After the junction Kleinpolderplein, continue on the road towards Stadhoudersweg/S113
Continue on the right lanes to take the exit on the right towards Statenweg/S113
Turn right (slight bend) to continue on the Statenweg/S113
Turn left towards Weena/S100
Follow the signs Schouwburgplein 1 & 2, Rotterdam Central Station
In the Weenatunnel (underground), turn right towards Rotterdam Central Station and Schouwburgplein and you will
reach the parking Schouwburgplein 1 & 2

From Utrecht (A20)
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Follow the A20 motorway to Rotterdam
On the Rotterdam ring road (A20), take exit 14 towards Rotterdam/Centrum/Hillegersberg/Schiebroek
On the roundabout, take the third exit towards Gordelbrug/Schieweg/S112 and continue on the S112
On the Hofplein roundabout, take the first exit towards S100/Weena/Weenatunnel, Rotterdam Central Station
Follow the signs Schouwburgplein 1 & 2, Rotterdam Central Station (take a U-turn)
In the Weenatunnel (underground), turn right towards Rotterdam Central Station and Schouwburgplein and you will
reach the parking Schouwburgplein 1 & 2

